
1. The boys    are at the school.

2. The blue jacket    play baseball.

3. The woman    is on the chair.

4. Kate and Jane    drives well.

5. My grandmother    eats the cake.
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Unit

01 Sentences C Underline the predicates.

1. He has many books. 2. This house is beautiful.

3. The black hat is in my room. 4. James studies science.

5. We are happy about our trip. 6. They eat sandwiches.

7. Emma writes well. 8. The white cat sleeps.

D Match the subjects to the predicates.

 

B Look at the underlined parts and check what they are.

1. I need an English dictionary.

2. The girl has two brothers.

3. My sisters like apples.

4. The doctors are famous.

5. The red book is very funny.

· Complete the table.

Grammar Summary

A Check the sentences.

1. I like the blue dress.  2. the blue bag 

3. She write  4. The book is interesting. 

5. knows many people  6. We write stories. 

7. My mom bakes bread.  8. They are strong. 

Sentence Subject Predicate

James sleeps a lot. James sleeps a lot.

Jane runs fast.

My mother is a teacher.

The big boxes are heavy.

They dance well.

Subject Predicate

TEST

A. Choose the underlined part that is NOT a predicate.

B. Circle and correct the errors.

 1. he goes swimming on Friday.                                                                  

 2. The new movie is interesting                                                                  

 3. my brother is tall.                                                                  

 Jane and her friends like music. So they  go to concerts. They

 download songs. In their free time, they  watch famous singers on TV.



TEST
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Unit

02 Articles Write a, an, or the in the word box. Then complete the sentences using the words.

1. Jane eats                               for breakfast.

2. Sally has                              . The bike is expensive.

3. I have an uncle and                              .

4.                              rises in the east.

5. Jeff tells                               about his family.

D Make sentences, using a, an, or the when necessary.

1.                                                                

2.                                                                

3.                                                                

4.                                                                

5.                                                                

 

B Circle and write the correct forms.

1. Sally has ( a idea / an idea )                              .

2. It’s a nice day. ( A sun / The sun )                               is out.

3. ( A math / Math )                               is my favorite subject.

4. Jane has a dog. ( A dog / The dog )                               barks loudly.

5. ( A woman / An woman )                               and a child play in the park.

· Complete the table using the word box.

Grammar Summary

A Complete the sentences using a or an.

1. Take                               umbrella with you.

2. The farmer wants                               orange.

3. We have                               teddy bear.

4. This is                               desk.

5. James is                               artist.

6. There is                               elephant at the zoo.

an

an idea

                egg

                sun

                bike

                story

                aunt

Noun

sun octopus

jacket math

park bike

English ear

a + consonant                                          ,                                          

an + vowel                                          ,                                          

the

one & only                                           is bright.

specific There is a jacket.                                           is nice.

No Article subject We study                            and                           .

an

parka

an egg

We eat an apple every day .we eat apple every day

moon goes around earth

sun is round

there is computer in my room

I like history

A. Choose the correct answers.

1.  a             an             the

2.  a             an             the

3.  a             an             the

4.  a             an             the

B. Circle and correct the errors using the singular form.

 1. Jane is an baker.                                                               

 2. Chris reads book after dinner.                                                               

 3. Jack eats a pears in his room.                                                               

I found 1            box. 2            box is full.

I see 3            onion, an avocado and
4            carrot in the box.

C


